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114 LOWE Street Quesnel British Columbia
$624,900

* PREC - Personal Real Estate Corporation. Excellent 3+ bed family home in desirable Johnston subdivision,

walking distance or a short drive to parks, trails and the rec centre, schools and all amenities! So many

desirable features in this property! Enjoy entertaining or just quiet summer evenings on the spacious back

covered deck, or when you're looking for full sun stretch out on the patio right off the family room. Full

aggregate paving underneath the deck for outdoor toy/tool storage, hot tub just beside the patio, flat & fully

fenced backyard with simple landscaping and a 12' x 17' wired workshop/garden shed, dbl car garage w/ two

single doors, and loads of extra RV space besides!! The kitchen was updated in 2020,

fridge/dishwasher/microwave new this year, interior paint in 2020, as well as gutters & fascia. (id:6769)

Primary Bedroom 14 ft ,4 in X 13 ft ,3 in

Bedroom 2 10 ft X 9 ft ,1 in

Bedroom 3 13 ft ,3 in X 9 ft

Recreational, Games room 28 ft ,1 in X 12 ft

Other 14 ft ,1 in X 8 ft ,4 in

Family room 15 ft ,7 in X 14 ft ,8 in

Library 9 ft ,7 in X 6 ft ,4 in

Foyer 8 ft ,3 in X 5 ft ,6 in

Living room 13 ft X 11 ft ,2 in

Dining room 11 ft ,2 in X 8 ft ,4 in

Kitchen 11 ft ,5 in X 8 ft ,1 in

Eating area 11 ft ,2 in X 8 ft
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